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Check out this story from a doctor. What’s interesting is
that a doctor knows how to follow instructions, knows how to
simply follow a system –

so they believe in the process of

following a system. For if a doctor, a surgeon was winging it
when they had you under the scalpel on an operating table you
would likely be in trouble!
So maybe doctors and also
military folk (have another success story there) are better at
following systems. Maybe you should think more about such a
mentality to acquire this systems try and trust mentality
yourself.
Is very interesting after talking to this fellow on Skype how
he was able to simply take one of our systems and then another
and simply execute the system. I was amazed at the guys faith
and trust in the system. And he made a mini fortune according
to what he told us plus he gave us screenshots which is on the
OTA site.
I asked why YS how he did it and if you did anything special:
He replied, ” yes the special thing I did was I just followed
your system”, followed by a jolly bellied chuckle.
Now isn’t that amazing. Just followed the system.
Most people are not willing to take the pains to learn how to
trade a system well. Or just simply go step-by-step and

improve layer by layer
internet into a habit.)
Trader turns trading a
That’s a really good way

(the easiest way to learn a system
Yes one could say that a successful
solid trading system into a habit.
of thinking about it.

See statements YM sent us for proof:

Story
of
“YS”
who
wishes
to
remain anonymous. He took $300,000 and
ran it to $2,000,000 with OMNI11 on
Forex Pairs and U7 (he did mostly on
stocks GOOG and AAPL) according to what
he emailed us:
“Experience Trading Binary Options: In Months
10 months

Profits Made from Your Binary Options Trading:
1,500,000.00

Profits Made from Trading Binary
Options Systems:
Omni11 and Sriker9

pro and U7 ~

Options AUTHORITY’s Binary

$1,500,000.00

Message:
Like to try the syste m.im having good success with the z2
[U7] system.
Trade currencies and google and apple.
I really appreciate your systems my account grew from $300k
to $2,000,000 in less than 8 months I was doing good before
your system I’m doing excellent with your systems.it gave me
Moore confidance Thanks a million, you have changed my life
Regards YS”

